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	Machine Learning with Microsoft Technologies: Selecting the Right Architecture and Tools for Your Project, 9781484236574 (1484236572), Apress, 2019

	
		Know how to do machine learning with Microsoft technologies. This book teaches you to do predictive, descriptive, and prescriptive analyses with Microsoft Power BI, Azure Data Lake, SQL Server, Stream Analytics, Azure Databricks, HD Insight, and more.

	
		The ability to analyze massive amounts of real-time data and predict future behavior of an organization is critical to its long-term success. Data science, and more specifically machine learning (ML), is today’s game changer and should be a key building block in every company’s strategy. Managing a machine learning process from business understanding, data acquisition and cleaning, modeling, and deployment in each tool is a valuable skill set.

	
		Machine Learning with Microsoft Technologies is a demo-driven book that explains how to do machine learning with Microsoft technologies. You will gain valuable insight into designing the best architecture for development, sharing, and deploying a machine learning solution. This book simplifies the process of choosing the right architecture and tools for doing machine learning based on your specific infrastructure needs and requirements.

	
		Detailed content is provided on the main algorithms for supervised and unsupervised machine learning and examples show ML practices using both R and Python languages, the main languages inside Microsoft technologies. 

	
		What You'll Learn

		
			Choose the right Microsoft product for your machine learning solution
	
			Create and manage Microsoft’s tool environments for development, testing, and production of a machine learning project
	
			Implement and deploy supervised and unsupervised learning in Microsoft products
	
			Set up Microsoft Power BI, Azure Data Lake, SQL Server, Stream Analytics, Azure Databricks, and HD Insight to perform machine learning
	
			Set up a data science virtual machine and test-drive installed tools, such as Azure ML Workbench, Azure ML Server Developer, Anaconda Python, Jupyter Notebook, Power BI Desktop, Cognitive Services, machine learning and data analytics tools, and more
	
			Architect a machine learning solution factoring in all aspects of self service, enterprise, deployment, and sharing


	


	Who This Book Is For
	


	
		Data scientists, data analysts, developers, architects, and managers who want to leverage machine learning in their products, organization, and services, and make educated, cost-saving decisions about their ML architecture and tool set.
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Grid and Cloud Database ManagementSpringer, 2011

	Since the 1960s, database systems have been playing a relevant role in the
	information technology field. By the mid-1960s, several systems were also available
	for commercial purposes. Hierarchical and network database systems provided
	two different perspectives and data models to organize data collections. In 1970,
	E. Codd wrote a...


		

Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Administrator's Pocket ConsultantMicrosoft Press, 2003
Whether you support 50 users or 5000, this indispensable guide provides  immediate answers for the day-to-day administration of the Windows Server 2003  family. This pocket-sized resource zeroes in on core support procedures and  everyday tasks for maximizing Windows® productivity—delivering critical details  through quick-reference...

		

Compression Schemes for Mining Large Datasets: A Machine Learning PerspectiveSpringer, 2013

	This book addresses the challenges of data abstraction generation using a least number of database scans, compressing data through novel lossy and non-lossy schemes, and carrying out clustering and classification directly in the compressed domain. Schemes are presented which are shown to be efficient both in terms of space and time, while...





	

3D Game Programming for TeensCourse Technology PTR, 2006
"3D Game Programming for Teens" is a comprehensive, step-by-step introduction to 3D game programming for both teenagers and non-programmers. Organized into three parts, the book begins with an introduction to the game development industry, the game development process, and game engines including WildTangent. Part two covers JavaScript and...

		

bbPress CompletePackt Publishing, 2013

	Even with the rise of social media, forums remain a popular part of the Internet. bbPress allows you to increase interactivity with your WordPress website or blog by creating discussion forums within its confines.


	bbPress Complete will show you how to create and manage a forum effectively. You will learn how to manage users, expand...


		

J2ME Game ProgrammingCourse Technology PTR, 2004
Have you ever seen players' eyes light up as they explore the worlds that you've created in your games? If you have, then game development probably has you hooked firmly in its grasp! If you've never taken your games beyond the PC, now's the time! "J2ME Game Programming" is a hands-on guide that teaches you how to...
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